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Will the Shrine office go 0/3 in their own false predictions? 

 
"My Son, the Eternal Father, and the Spirit have deemed the time, the places, and the hour for the final battle. No dates 
will be given to you, My child, to give to the world. Preparedness--be ready at all times, for you do not know the day nor 
the hour." - Our Lady, May 17, 1975 
 
Disobeying Jesus and Our Lady always bears bad fruit. 
 
Take, for instance, the latest "prediction" from the Shrine office, about the year 2023. Even though Our Lady said that Heaven 
would not give dates, here we have people claiming to be Baysiders but disregarding Our Lady's words and making their own 
predictions. 
 
Let me be specific: This graphic below is the subject of this article. 

 
Note that there is no date given for this supposed "message" from Our Lady of the Roses.  So when was this "message" given? 
Some time after September 28, 2012. 
 
But Veronica Lueken was not alive in 2012, she had passed away on August 3, 1995. So this "message" was not from Veronica 
or Our Lady of the Roses. 
 
We thought our readers and all Baysiders should know this very important fact. This "message" was not given to Veronica. 
 
So why is this on the Shrine office website? What's the major malfunction? 
 
Good question.   
 
The best scenario is that the New York leadership is in a narcissistically-induced brain fog and is out of their mind. The other 
scenario? They have knowingly, deliberately and falsely attributed words to Our Lady of the Roses message, which Veronica 
Lueken never received. 
 
"Do not tamper with My messages, My children.  Do not change them in words: neither add to them nor delete My 
message." (Our Lady, June 1, 1978) 
 
Is no one in New York listening to Our Lady anymore? 

https://www.tldm.org/Directives/d719.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Directives/d719.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/Messages/bm780601.htm
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#1 false prediction - Great Warning in 1992 
 
Let me give a history refresh of other false predictions coming from the Shrine office over the years. These people are living out 
of their heads, and ignoring Our Lady's perfect counsel. 
 
So the first false prediction I can remember was the "W 1992" photograph that was planted by a disgruntled former Shrine office 
worker. This photo was mailed to the Shrine office and all the workers saw it, a photo that was taken away from the Shrine 
grounds. I worked at the Shrine office at this time and I immediately thought it was a fake and a setup, and had my theory who 
was the culprit (I later turned out to be correct).  But wisdom was in short supply at the Shrine office at that time and many of the 
workers fell for this fake photo. The Shrine office director at that time, Michael Mangan, naively printed this picture and sent it to 
all the organizers. 
 
Shortly after dissemination the Shrine office disowned the photo, without publicly admitting that they had been deceived. In a 
letter dated May 25, 1991 the Shrine office stated, "I wish to inform you that a new development has arisen which would prohibit 
in any way--now and in the future--the promulgation of this photo." 
 
The culprit who made up this phony photo admitted his part to me personally, at one of the Shrine vigils.  
 
Shrine office leadership, living out their own heads, lacking wisdom and rejecting counsel, brought scandal to the Shrine by 
following their own mistaken judgment, instead of Jesus' perfect counsel: 
 
“You will continue to read carefully the messages in photographs. Do not accept any photographs, My child, other than 
through the worker assigned to you and the vigil photographs. Satan will seek to confuse and confound you, if you 
accept them out of any other channels." (Jesus, September 7, 1977) 
 
Had the Shrine office leadership been obedient to Jesus, they would not have been deceived, nor disseminated a fake photo to 
the organizers. 
 

#2 false prediction - Great Warning in 1997 
 
And so we move on to false prediction #2, once again promoted by 
the infamous Michael Mangan, the disgraced office director indicted 
on five felonies by the Queens Court Supreme Court in late 1997, 
and then removed by Arthur Lueken from his position as Shrine 
office director. 
 
No paper trail from Veronica for this "phone locution" 
 
So how did this false prediction originate, that the Great Warning 
was supposed to come in 1997? In 1994, Michael Mangan alleged 
that Veronica received a locution about the Warning while he was 
on the phone with her. Veronica sent no FAX to the Shrine office, 
subsequent to this alleged "locution." But this was standard 
operating procedure at the Shrine office: Whenever Veronica 
received a locution or apparition message at home from Our Lady, 
Veronica would write out the locution message with the date, and 
sign it at the bottom: JMJT Veronica (right: see FAX of one of 
Veronica's authentic locutions, in her own handwriting). 
 
There was a paper trail for Veronica's authentic locutions from 
Jesus and Our Lady, and this was necessary to verify authenticity. 
 
No such record of this "phone locution" in Veronica's own 
handwriting exists.  
 
*** It is very suspicious that this phony "phone locution" in 1994 was 
invented, around the same time that an authentic apparition 
message from Our Lady was spiked, suppressed, hidden away for 
five years. This authentic apparition message never made it into 
"Rose Notes" and it was not published until 1999 in the first issue of 
Golden Warrior newsletter. This apparition message was not made public until after Michael Mangan and the workers had 
attempted a coup against Arthur Lueken, and were removed as Shrine workers.***  

https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/Messages/BM770907.htm
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Here is the suppressed apparition message from Our Lady: 
 
Our Lady's February 15, 1994 apparition message to Veronica: Our Lady was crying and told Veronica to hold up her hand 
with five fingers: "You will have to figure this out because you will learn much." 
 
Why was Our Lady crying? What does the five fingers represent? What does Our Lady want us Baysiders to figure out?  
 
Was Michael Mangan creating a false narrative for himself, by spiking true locutions/apparitions from Our Lady, while inventing 
"locutions" that painted himself in a positive light? Truly, something satanic was a work here. 

 
 
Ann Ferguson, Veronica's secretary, didn't believe this "phone locution" and wrote a letter against this false claim 
 
Furthermore, Veronica would always call her friend and personal secretary, Ann Ferguson, whenever she received a locution. 
 
So it is very telling that Ann Ferguson opposed this "phone locution" shortly after Michael Mangan began publicizing it. In fact, 
when she heard Michael Mangan's false claims, Ann Ferguson sent out a letter dated January 8, 1997 quoting Our Lady 
extensively, that dates will not be given. 
 
Also, Arthur Lueken, Veronica's husband, didn't believe this "phone locution" was genuine because he had never heard about it 
from Veronica.  In a February 1997 letter to Gary Wohlscheid, Arthur Lueken stated that Michael Mangan was "full of monkey 
dust" and seriously doubted that the Great Warning would occur in 1997. 
 
Ann Ferguson and Arthur Lueken were both correct.  
 
 
Mangan was certain in his own false prediction until the end (proven wrong, he never apologized for the false 
prediction and scandal that ensued) 
 
In December 1997, as the Queen County Supreme Court indicted Mangan 
and his merry band of robbers on five federal counts, they moved on from 
their federal crimes to falsification of the Bayside message. While they were 
given their eviction notice from Arthur Lueken to vacate the Shrine office 
premises, they obstinately clung to their errors as well, and "remained firm 
and unshaken" that their invented and lying prophecy would come true 
before the conclusion of the year. 
 
Without any hint of a revolution in Rome (Our Lady told us this would 
happen before the Great Warning), Mangan and his cafeteria-Baysiders 
believed they would be vindicated by the end of 1997. 
 
Didn't happen.  
 
From the notes of a Baysider, who was chronicling these events in 1997: 
 
The December 24th Christmas Eve Vigil [1997], with 300 people attending, was still held on the Apparition Grounds by 
Michael Mangan and his followers (he still controls the Prayer Vigils and Holy Hours) amid great weeping and 
lamentations, and in quasi-total darkness according to one report, as the Park lights in the Vatican Pavilion Exedra area 
had been turned off. 
 
The weeping and lamentations were only the beginning of sorrows for Mangan and his group, as his predicted Warning 
didn't materialize in 1997. To give you an idea how much he had lost touch with reality, as late as 4 days before the end 
of the year, on December 27th, he circulated a letter on the Vigil Grounds claiming that: "We remain firm and 
unshaken... that this will be set aright within four days" (meaning the Warning would prove them right). One can only 
term this mindset as delusional, as the reality was that there was not even the faintest indication of a revolution in 
Rome! (Read more). 
 
The term "delusional" is quite apt. Ann Ferguson, who for years had steadfastly opposed Michael Mangan's corruption and lies, 
so enraged Michael that he attempted a character assassination campaign against Veronica's friend and personal secretary. He 
even went so far as to write a letter condemning Ann Ferguson and attempted to have her own daughter, Maureen Ferguson, 
sign it! 
 

https://www.nuestrasenoradelasrosas.org/news1/AnnFerguson-no-dates.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Directives/d43.htm
http://web.archive.org/web/20000416001020/http:/www.rosesfromheaven.com/court.html
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A little known fact is that one of the last (if not the very last) messages that Our Lady gave Veronica was the statement, "You 
will be scourged," which was given to Veronica who was near death, with Michael Mangan at her side. Ann Ferguson stated 
that these words were addressed against Michael. 
 

The great spiritual blindness of not obeying Our Lady 
 
St. Alphonsus Liguori (a Doctor of the Church), had this to say about Our Lady's holiness: 
 
"The grace that the Blessed Virgin Mary received exceeded not only that of each particular Saint, but of all the angels 
and saints put together" (The Glories of Mary, p. 282). 
 
Not only that, but Our Lady's counsel is always perfect and trustworthy.  Not so, us sinners. 
 
So we have a situation now in New York (in both groups) in which they have, like the modernist and disobedient Catholic 
hierarchy, embarked on a course in defiance to the express commands of Jesus and Our Lady. This is a human-centered 
course, an unholy course in defiance of explicit commands from God. It is the "non serviam" of Lucifer. 
 

Not even close 
 
"My child, Veronica, and My children, you are already at war: a war of the 
spirits, the supernatural. However, because many have failed to listen to the 
counsel of My Mother, you are fast approaching a war far greater and more 
destructive than mankind has ever experienced in the past. And without 
the counsel from Heaven being adhered to, the directions strictly 
followed, many will die upon earth, and nations shall disappear from 
the face of your earth.” (Our Lady, December 24, 1979)  
 
Are Our Lady's directions being "strictly followed" by either group in New 
York? 
 
Not even close. 
 
Both groups leading Rosary vigils at Our Lady of the Roses Shrine, both 
have refused to continue Directives from Heaven every two weeks. On 
June 18, 1992 Our Lady specifically stated about the Directives, "Do not 
slacken your pace." Within two years, in 1994, they stopped creating 
Directives entirely, printing their last Directive on July 22, 1994.  
 
Are you kidding me? 
 
This disobedience has continued since 1994 to this day (2023), and 
amounts to over 600 Directives from Heaven that they refused to create 
since 1994. That is "non serviam", repeated over and over again at least 600 times, regarding the command from Jesus to make 
Directives every two weeks. "I will say again that the good have become complacent. Lethargy has set in among them. I 
would say, My children, in all earnestness that the bad have become worse and the good have gained no further graces 
in their complacency." (Our Lady, June 18, 1978; read more). 
 
On a positive note, TLDM recovered this fumbled football and resumed Directives in 1998, printing them every two weeks by 
God's grace, until the present (read Directives from Heaven). To the glory of God, Our Lady provided a miracle to a nun, Sister 
Mary, who wanted to read the Directives that TLDM sent to her, but was unable to do so because of her poor eyesight:  
 
"When you sent me the packet of Directives from Heaven and the Rose Petals, I said to the Blessed Mother, if you want 
me to read all this precious material, help me see at least to know what you wish me and those to whom I send your 
guidance.  Help me to regain my vision injured by the operation. So I blessed my eyes and put the blest Rose Petal on 
and tried to read the pamphlet.  Slowly I felt the sight was clearing slowly but surely.  After some reading I blessed my 
eyes and went to bed.   
 
"The following morning when I put the light on in my room I saw all things clearly.  I picked up the messages and could 
read them well.  When I went through the entrance of the Chapel I saw I could recognize everyone and all items before 
me." (Read more) 
 

https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/Messages/BM791224.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/Messages/bm920618.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Directives/d655.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Directives/directives.htm
https://www.tldm.org/testimonies/SisterMary.htm
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The gravest of sins 
 
Pride, explained by Fr. Tanquerey, is a willing usurpation of the rights of God. 
Pride is "is the gravest of sins, says St. Thomas, because it is the 
refusal to submit to God's sovereign will." (Tanquerey, The Spiritual Life, 
#832, p. 399) 
 
Many in the Catholic hierarchy have rejected God's infinite sovereignty, His 
infinite right to command, in refusing to consecrate Russia, in refusing to 
release the real Third Secret in 1960. The damage to the Church and to the 
world by these two monstrous acts of disobedience to God is incalculable. 
 
The Shrine office workers have likewise refused submission to God by 
rejecting and opposing specific commands made by Jesus and Our Lady in 
the Bayside messages. 
 
How many commands in the Bayside message have the groups in New York 
obstinately refused to obey? How many lies have they told, to cover their 
disobedience and liberal attitudes? Only God knows, but it is great. 
 
How is this possible?  
 
Pride. 
 
As Our Lady warned, 
 
"Know now that intellectual pride is a far greater barrier against sanctity, will hinder you from the path of sanctity 
faster, My children, than outright licentiousness and evil. Intellectual pride is the downfall of many. Pride, My children, 
is a sin." (Our Lady, March 29, 1975)  
 
The arrogant are a closed system, unwilling to change course. Isolated within their own narcissistic bubble, they accept little to 
no counsel or correction. As Jesus warned us, "Without Me you can do nothing" (John 15:5).  
 
"He that is good, shall draw grace from the Lord: but he that trusteth in his own devices doth wickedly." (Proverbs 12: 2) 
 
Both Jesus and Our Lady had warned that satan himself was trying to infiltrate the Mission from Heaven, the Bayside mission: 
 
"My child and My children, I have given you many warnings of the presence of satan upon your earth. Already he seeks 
to infiltrate upon the Mission from Heaven." (Our Lady, March 26, 1983) 
 
So when did things begin to go completely off the rails at the New York office? 
 
We can trace when the Shrine office began taking on water with this dire apparition warning from Our Lady, to all the Shrine 
office workers on October 18, 1990: 
 
“To all workers in the shop: Listen to Me, My children. If you do not listen to Me I cannot protect you. You will meet with 
a satanic attack. Two will not return. Satan is at war against all who have joined My Son in these days of sinful man—
666. The battle for souls rages. Do not fall into satan’s web. I will guide you all, always.” 
 
Notice Our Lady succinctly points out the problem: "If you do not listen to Me." Disobedience to Heaven was the problem. 
 
This warning explains why, since late 1990, the corruption, lies and scandals exponentially increased at the Shrine office. A new 
orientation began to spiritually suffocate the Shrine workers, a Vatican II-esque revolution within the Shrine office occurred 
where obedience to Jesus and Our Lady was no longer their guiding light, their central focus. This evil contagion of rebellion 
against God and Our Lady even extended to some organizers throughout the United States. Our Lady tellingly highlights "two 
will not return", two will not return to faithfulness, of those who fall into the satanic web. Was Our Lady warning about "two" who 
would compromise Our Lady's mission, and mislead other Baysiders throughout the world? 
 
The will of sinful man replaced the holy will of God.  
 
Could the worst-case scenario be true, that the two who "will not return" are the leaders of the two bickering and disobedient 
Shrine groups in New York? 
 
Just asking. 

https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/Messages/BM750329.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/Messages/BM830326.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/Messages/bm901018.htm
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"It is his own punishment he has chosen" 
 
"You will receive many graces in these latter days. And those who fall away, having received these graces, will find it most 
difficult to return. My child, if a worker has been told the truth and he does not hasten to return, it is his own punishment that he 
has chosen." (Our Lady, October 6, 1979; read more) 
 
I can personally testify that any time I have neglected a counsel from Our Lady in her holy Bayside messages, I have suffered a 
loss in some way. Our Lady gives perfect counsel, something that we as sinners do not possess. We are sinners and the effects 
of original sin vastly clouds our judgment, on a daily basis. 
 
Pope Pius IX stated that "liberal Catholics are the worst enemies of the Church."   
 
Pope Leo XIII wrote, "But many there are who follow in the footsteps of Lucifer, and adopt as their own his rebellious cry, 'I will 
not serve,' and consequently substitute for true liberty what is sheer and most foolish license…. who, usurping the name of 
liberty, style themselves liberals." 
 
Likewise, the greatest enemy within the Bayside mission has been liberal 
Baysiders, cafeteria-Baysiders who cause scandal, division and spread 
error within the Bayside ranks.  
 
In fact, I can testify as a witness, that the only two people in the world 
that have opposed and have successively delayed the Directives from 
Heaven command and the back messages project (the command to 
reprint all the messages from 1970 to 1994) were the leaders of the two 
feuding groups in New York: Michael Mangan and Vivian Hanratty. 
 
Both actively opposed commands from Jesus and Our Lady in the 
Bayside messages. Let that sink in. 
 
As St. Catherine of Siena wrote, "to err is human but to remain obstinate 
in sin is diabolical." 
 
The back message project was commanded in the following vigil 
messages and locution: September 27, 1986; October 6, 1988; March 
18, 1992 locution; and October 6, 1992). It seems Heaven had to repeat 
the command because it was being ignored. On another positive note, all 
the Bayside messages were printed in a six-volume book set, completed 
by TLDM in 2003 (order 6 volume Bayside book set here). It is a privilege 
to serve Our Lady. 
 
Our Lady's messages at Bayside are an immeasurable gift, a perfect and supernatural means of victory over the forces of  evil in 
our day and a powerful means of saving souls.  Trust Our Lady and you will never regret that decision.  
 
We must light our own candle by God's grace and console Jesus and Our Lady by gratefully obeying what they ask of us in the 
Bayside messages, and make reparation for the scandal of the disobedient and arrogant in New York. Let us make Jesus and 
Our Lady smile down upon us, by opening our hearts to them. 
 
Let's pray that the Bishop of Brooklyn receives his sign soon and that we receive a holy Bishop who will restore Our Lady of the 
Roses Shrine to its true glory and holiness as willed by God, a holy Bishop who will give these corrupt and disobedient leaders 
in New York their pink slips: 
 
"One day, My child, the waters will come up at Bayside, and I will appear over the old church building. Your Bishop 
then cannot deny My appearances." (Our Lady, May 17, 1986; listen)  

 

Read more: 
A terrible prophecy about the fulltime Shrine workers  
History and context for Our Lady's October 18, 1990 warning to the fulltime New York Shrine workers  
The convergence of three Bayside prophecies: SMWA attacks TLDM 
The demonic and the birth of SMWA 
Truthtellers and liars 
Bayside and Fatima: Betrayed from within 
Will the Shrine office go 0/3 in their own false predictions? 

https://www.tldm.org/Directives/d665.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Directives/d665.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/Messages/bm910820.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/Messages/bm910820.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/Messages/bm860927.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/messages/bm881006.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/Messages/bm920318.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/Messages/bm920318.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/Messages/bm921006.htm
https://tldmstore.com/products/virgin-marys-bayside-prophecies-6-paperback-book-set
https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/Messages/bm860517.htm
https://www.tldm.org/Bayside/mp3-messages/860517.mp3
http://www.nuestrasenoradelasrosas.org/news1/Faithful&True-two-will-not-return.pdf
http://www.nuestrasenoradelasrosas.org/news1/Faithful&True-background-for-October-18-1990-warning.pdf
https://www.nuestrasenoradelasrosas.org/news1/Faithful&True-convergence-of-three-Bayside-prophecies.pdf
http://www.nuestrasenoradelasrosas.org/news1/Faithful&True-The-demonic-and-the-birth-of-SMWA.pdf
http://www.nuestrasenoradelasrosas.org/news1/Faithful&True-Truthtellers-and-liars.pdf
http://www.nuestrasenoradelasrosas.org/news1/Faithful&True-Bayside-betrayed-from-within.pdf
http://www.nuestrasenoradelasrosas.org/news1/Faithful&True-no-dates-will-be-given.pdf

